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Abstract. The experimental cross sections of isotopically identified products of spallation reactions induced
by 136Xe projectiles at 1 GeV/nucleon on hydrogen target were compared with predictions of a two-step
model. The first stage of the reaction was described by the INCL++ model (version 5.3) of an intranuclear
cascade of nucleon-nucleon and pion-nucleon collisions whereas the second stage was analyzed by means
of four different models; ABLA07, GEM2, GEMINI ++ and SMM. Due to the fact that the experimental
data cover a very broad range of elements; from Li (Z = 3) to Ba (Z = 56), the analysis could impose severe
constraints on the applied reaction models. The quality of data reproduction by the theoretical models
is discussed. Some systematic deviations of the theoretical predictions from the experimental results are
observed.
1 Introduction
Spallation of atomic nuclei due to their collisions with pro-
tons plays an important role in many physical phenomena
as, e.g., in evolution of heavy stars, in modification of the
nuclear content of cosmic rays during their propagation
through the interstellar space [1]. It is also crucial in many
technical applications as, e.g., accelerator-driven subcrit-
ical reactors as well as in radioactive waste transmuta-
tion [2], construction and application of spallation neu-
tron sources [3]. Thus, the knowledge of spallation cross
sections is indispensable for the understanding of these
physical phenomena and for many technical applications.
Since some of the important targets and/or product nuclei
are unstable the determination of the appropriate spalla-
tion cross sections cannot be accomplished by straightfor-
ward measurements but it has to be obtained from reliable
theoretical models.
The predictive power of the models must be tested
by comparison of theoretical cross sections to experimen-
tal data obtained for different nuclei interacting with pro-
tons at various energies. In the last years a set of system-
atic experimental studies was performed using the inverse
kinematics, i.e. bombarding the hydrogen target by the
accelerated atomic nuclei; Fe [4–6], Au [7–9], Pb [10,11],
U [12–14], etc. which allowed to extract cross sections for
isotopically identified products in a broad range of their
atomic and mass numbers.
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In the present work a task is undertaken to check the
ability of several theoretical models which are frequently
used in the literature to reproduce the isotopic cross sec-
tions σ(Z,N) measured for 136Xe + p system at energy of
1GeV/nucleon [15]. The data under investigation cover a
very large range of the produced elements, i.e., from Li
(Z = 3) to Ba (Z = 56). This work is a continuation of
the recent study [16] in which the same reactions have
been analyzed at lower energy (0.5GeV/nucleon). Then
the investigated data [17] contained only heavy reaction
products, i.e., nuclei from Nb (Z = 41) to Ba (Z = 56). It
was found that all applied models gave reasonable quali-
tative agreement with the data whereas a perfect, quanti-
tative agreement was not achieved. Due to the fact, that
the present data cover a much broader range of the reac-
tion products it may be conjectured that they will offer
much stronger demands for the reaction models than the
previously analyzed isotopic cross sections.
The model calculations of the isotopic cross sections
are discussed in the second section of the paper. The ex-
perimental and model cross sections are presented in fig-
ures as function of the mass number A for all produced
elements. This enabled us to qualitatively compare the
model cross sections with the data. In the next section
the A-deviation factor [16] is applied to investigate quan-
titatively the agreement of the model and experimental
cross sections. The goal of this analysis is to judge on the
validation of the models and to establish their ranking.
Results are summarized and discussed in the last section
of the paper.
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2 Analysis of isotopic cross sections σ(A|Z)
The present analysis was performed in the frame of the
two-stage microscopic model. The first step of the process
was described as intranuclear cascade of nucleon-nucleon
and pion-nucleon collisions leading to the equilibrated, ex-
cited remnant nucleus. It was realized by the INCL++
(version 5.3) model [18]. The de-excitation of the equi-
librated heavy products of the first step of the process
has been calculated in the frame of four different mod-
els: ABLA07 [19], GEM2 [20,21], GEMINI++ [22,23] and
SMM [24–27]. The physical assumptions of the models as
well as the details of their realization may be found in
the references cited above. Here, only the most important
information is summarized.
The INCL++ [18] is the C++ version of the INCL4.6
FORTRAN77 code [28]. It is physically almost identi-
cal with INCL4.6 when applied to proton induced reac-
tions. The main difference consists in different treatment
of the pion potential, using another prescription for the
nucleon-nucleon “interaction range”, and application of
modified preparation of the light target nuclei (A < 4).
A very important extension of the INCL++ in compari-
son to INCL4.6 is the possibility to analyze collisions of
light ions (A ≤ 18) with nuclei. For our purposes, i.e.,
the description of proton induced reactions on 136Xe nu-
clei the INCL++ may be treated as physically equivalent
to INCL4.6. The model describes the emission of nucle-
ons and pions from the cascade of nucleon-nucleon and
nucleon-pion collisions but allows also for the emission of
complex particles (Z < 5, A < 9). The last process is
treated as a surface coalescence of the outgoing nucleon
with the nucleons which appear to be closely to it in the
momentum and coordinate space. It should be noted that
the cross sections for A = 8 are always overestimated by
the model since it assumes that all heavier groups of nu-
cleons created due to the coalescence —even if the individ-
ually small— give a contribution to the emission of A = 8
particles.
The models of the second stage of the reaction assume
that the excited remnant of the cascade achieves the ther-
modynamical equilibrium. All of them allow for evapora-
tion of nucleons and complex particles but differ in the as-
sumptions concerning the realization of this process. The
GEM2 [20,21] uses the formalism of Weisskopf and Ew-
ing [29] in which probability of emission of particles is
determined by the cross sections for reaction reversed in
time as well as by the density of states of the parent and
daughter nuclei. The GEM2 takes into consideration evap-
oration of complex particles up to magnesium (Z = 12).
The model enables one to calculate also the fission of ex-
cited nuclei according to the prescription due to Atchi-
son [30], however, the fission is taken into consideration
only for nuclei with atomic number Z > 60. Therefore, in
the present reactions for the p+54Xe nuclear system this
mode of the de-excitation is switched off.
In the ABLA07 statistical model the evaporation of
particles is also calculated according to the Weisskopf-
Ewing formalism but the influence of the angular momen-
tum is additionally introduced albeit in some simplified
manner. The change of the angular momentum is sampled
according to a Gaussian distribution with specifically cho-
sen parameters. The emission of any stable nucleus up to
half the mass of the compound nucleus is possible. The
fission and multifragmentation is also taken into consider-
ation in the ABLA07 model. The last process is allowed
for nuclei with the temperature which exceeds the follow-
ing mass-dependent threshold (in MeV):
Tfreeze−out = max[5.5, 9.33 exp(−0.00282 × A)].
The excited nucleus breaks up into fragments whose mass
follows an empirical power-law distribution. The excited
fragments may evaporate particles which is also calcu-
lated by the Weisskopf-Ewing model. The fission process is
allowed to compete with evaporation and multifragmen-
tation. It is treated as a diffusion process described by
the Fokker-Planck equation. The solution of the equation
is analytically parametrized, producing the time depen-
dent fission width. Details of the model may be found in
ref. [19].
The Statistical Multifragmentation Model SMM of
Botvina et al. [24–26] is described in detail in ref. [27].
The model assumes that the thermalized remnant of the
first step of the proton-nucleus collision expands to a cer-
tain volume and then breaks up into nucleons and hot
fragments. The break-up appears at a density of one-sixth
to one-third of the normal nuclear density. The probabil-
ity wj of the given break-up channel j is determined by
the excitation energy E∗ dependent entropy Sj(E∗)
wj ∼ exp Sj(E∗).
The model treats the compound nucleus as one of
the decay channels therefore the transition from evapo-
ration of particles from the compound nucleus to its mul-
tifragmentation is decided on the basis of the available
phase space. The fragments of the decaying nucleus prop-
agate independently in their mutual Coulomb fields taken
into account via the Wigner-Seitz approximation and un-
dergo secondary decays. The deexcitation of fragments
with mass number larger than 16 is treated by the evap-
oration according to the Weisskopf-Ewing formalism [29]
(up to 18O) or by the fission model in formalism of Bohr-
Wheeler [33]. Decay of fragments with the mass number
A smaller than 16 is described by the Fermi break-up
model [27].
The GEMINI++ describes the decay of a compound
nucleus by a series of binary divisions until the result-
ing products are unable to undergo further decay [22,23].
The GEMINI++ code uses the Hauser-Feshbach formal-
ism [31] of evaporation of light particles (in the default
version with Z up to 3) which explicitly treats and con-
serves angular momentum. The partial decay widths for
more symmetric divisions of the compound nucleus are
calculated according to Moretto generalized transition-
state formalism [32] which describes well the decay of light
compound nuclei. For heavier nuclei the Bohr-Wheeler for-
malism [33] is used for symmetric fission, and the width of
the mass distributions of the fission fragments is interpo-
lated from systematics. However, the Moretto formalism
is kept for asymmetric divisions of heavy systems.
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The calculations of the isotopic production cross sec-
tions measured by Napolitani et al. [15] for the system
136Xe+hydrogen at 1GeV per nucleon were performed
with default values of the parameters of all the models.
Therefore it was possible to judge the predictive power of
the applied models.
Results of the calculations are presented in figs. 1, 2
and 3 for light (2 < Z < 15), intermediate mass (14 <
Z < 33) and heavy (32 < Z < 57) reaction products,
respectively.
The qualitative agreement of the theoretical cross sec-
tions with the data will be discussed below for each range
of the products separately. It is obvious from the inspec-
tion of fig. 1 that the GEM2 model underestimates sys-
tematically all the data. Furthermore, the theoretical cross
sections decrease much faster with the increasing of the
atomic number Z than the data. In result the theoretical
cross sections of GEM2 are negligibly small for Z > 9.
The isotopic cross sections predicted by other models do
not deviate so significantly from the data, especially there
is not visible such a systematic underestimation of the
data as well as its increase with the atomic number. All
the models produce bell shaped mass distributions of the
isotopic cross sections similar to the distributions of the
experimental cross sections. However, none of the mod-
els reproduces exactly the behaviour of the data. Abso-
lute values of the cross sections predicted by ABLA07 for
Z < 9 are smaller than those of the data (with excep-
tion of the carbon and oxygen isotopes which seem to be
well reproduced). The shape of the mass distributions is
reasonably well reproduced for given element with excep-
tion of fluorine where the distribution is shifted towards
small masses and aluminium as well as silicon where the
theoretical distributions are too broad. The SMM model
systematically under-predicts the cross sections for heav-
iest isotopes whereas it overestimates the cross sections
for lightest isotopes (with exception of nitrogen where all
the models do not work well). GEMINI++ seems to pro-
duce proper width and position of the cross section distri-
butions, however, it usually under-predicts values of the
cross sections.
The situation is different for elements with 14 < Z <
33. The experimental and theoretical mass distributions
of the isotopic cross sections are presented for these ele-
ments in fig. 2. As can be seen the GEM2 model does not
produce any elements with Z < 30 (Zn). Starting from
Zn the theoretical cross sections evaluated with GEM2
appear to be non-negligible but they are more than one
order of magnitude smaller than the experimental ones.
Thus, the GEM2 cross sections for the discussed range of
elements are completely unrealistic. Other models predict
the cross sections which are of the same order of magni-
tude as the data and, furthermore, the shape of the mass
distributions of the theoretical cross sections is similar to
the shape of experimental distributions. However, system-
atic deviations of the theoretical cross sections from the
data are observed. The mass distributions produced by
ABLA07 are too broad in the comparison to the exper-
imental ones what always leads to the overestimation of
the isotopic cross sections for all isotopes with mass larger
than the most populated isotope and frequently also for
isotopes with the smallest masses. The opposite situation
is observed for the cross sections predicted by the SMM
model. In this case the cross sections for isotopes with the
smallest mass are systematically overestimated whereas
those for the largest masses are systematically underes-
timated. Thus, in spite of the similarity of the shape of
the mass dependence produced by the SMM model and
that observed in the experiment the absolute values of the
cross sections are systematically overestimated or under-
estimated by the model. Position of the maximum of the
mass distribution of the isotopic cross sections as well as
its width is in most cases well reproduced by GEMINI++,
however, this model systematically under-predicts the ab-
solute values of the cross sections what is most pronounced
in the neighbourhood of the maxima of the distributions.
The following qualitative conclusions may be derived
from inspection of fig. 3 which presents the isotopic cross
sections measured and calculated for the elements with
32 < Z < 57. The magnitude of the cross sections pre-
dicted by GEM2 model increases with increase of the
atomic number of the products. At Z = 33 the model
cross sections are an order of magnitude smaller than the
experimental ones but starting from Z = 40 they agree
quite well with the data. The shape of the mass distribu-
tion of the isotopic cross sections predicted by GEM2 for
Z > 40 becomes quite similar to that of the experimental
one which is smooth and almost symmetrical up to Z = 47
(Ac). The other models, i.e., ABLA07, SMM and GEM-
INI++ reproduce well the shape of the mass dependence
and position of its maximum for all elements starting from
Z = 33 (As) up to Z = 46 (Pd). However, the width of the
mass of theoretical and experimental distributions agrees
only for ABLA07 and GEMINI++. The SMM model usu-
ally produces too narrow distributions. The experimental
mass distributions for the Z = 47 to Z = 52 range of ele-
ments (i.e., Ac–Te) become asymmetric with the larger
values of the cross sections for the isotopes with large
mass number. This behaviour is only partly reproduced
by the theoretical models. All of them predict too flat dis-
tributions in comparison to the experimental ones. As a
consequence the values of the experimental cross sections
agree well with the model cross sections for the lightest iso-
topes of a given element, they are slightly underestimated
for isotopes with average masses whereas they are signif-
icantly overestimated (even two orders of magnitude) for
the heaviest isotopes. The situation changes for reaction
products with the largest atomic numbers, i.e., for Z = 53
and Z = 54 (I and Xe). Then the distribution of the iso-
topic cross sections monotonically increases with the mass
of isotopes. All the models reproduce this change of the
character of the distributions as well as the magnitude of
the cross sections. The GEM2 model seems to be the poor-
est in reproduction of Xe (Z = 54) isotopic cross sections,
however it describes well the isotopic cross sections for I
(Z = 53) and Cs (Z = 55). The experimental distribu-
tion of the isotopic cross sections for the element with the
largest Z (Z = 56), i.e., for Ba, is systematically overes-
timated by all theoretical models.
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Fig. 1. Isotopic cross sections of IMFs with Z = 3–14 from p + 136Xe collisions at energy T(136Xe) = 1000 AMeV [15] (black
dots) together with predictions of the INCL++ (version 5.3) model for the first stage of the reaction coupled to four models;
ABLA07 (green dashed line), GEM2 (orange dots), GEMINI++ (blue dash-dotted line) and SMM (red solid line) used for the
second step of the reaction. Note the absence of the theoretical points due to the GEM2 for elements with Z > 9.
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Fig. 2. Same as fig. 1, but for Z = 15–32. Note the absence of the theoretical points due to the GEM2 for elements with Z < 30.
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Fig. 3. Same as fig. 1, but for Z = 33–56.
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Fig. 4. The values (Z, N) of experimentally obtained isotopic cross section [15] for 136Xe + p at energy 1 GeV/nucleon (empty
squares) and the values (Z, N) at which the relative deviation between calculated and experimental cross sections 2|σcal −
σexp|/(σcal + σexp) is smaller than 10% (full squares). The left upper panel contains results of GEMINI++, the right upper
contains results of GEM2, the left lower panel contains results of SMM and the right lower panel contains those of ABLA07.
The detailed discussion of the agreement between
model and experimental isotopic cross sections presented
above does not allow to make a simple, general overview
of the quality of description of all the data by all models.
To allow for such an overview the following procedure was
applied.
All isotopes for which the production cross sections
were determined in the experiment [15] are presented as
empty squares in the two dimensional plot (Z-N) in fig. 4.
The isotopes for which the model cross sections do not
deviate more than 10% from the data are shown as full
squares. This specific value of the relative deviation was
chosen somewhat arbitrary taking into consideration that
the typical relative errors estimated for the most abundant
isotopes in the experiment [15] are equal to 5%–6% and
do not overcome 20%. It may be concluded after inspec-
tion of fig. 4 that such a representation allows to observe
characteristic behaviour of the quality of reproduction of
the data by different models:
i) The number of well described data is rather small;
about 12% of the experimental cross sections are well re-
produced by ABLA07, SMM and GEMINI++ whereas
only about 4% in the case of the GEM2 model.
ii) The cross sections for products with large atomic
number Z are more frequently reproduced by the models
than those for products with small Z. This is especially
pronounced in the case of GEM2 where the only repro-
duced experimental cross sections are those for large Z.
iii) In the case of GEMINI++ several neighbouring iso-
topes of the same element with the large Z are very well
reproduced what is not the case for other models. This
indicates that for these elements GEMINI++ well repro-
duces the shape of the N -dependence of the experimental
cross sections (at least for the largest N values, cf. fig. 3).
A quite different situation is present for SMM where two
or three lines of well reproduced (Z-N) cross sections are
visible. It is caused by the fact that the shape of the mass
dependence of isotopic cross sections predicted by SMM
is different than the experimental shape. Due to this the
experimental and theoretical N distributions for given Z
are crossing at two or three N values, cf. fig. 3.
iv) The data for elements with 30 < Z < 40 are not
reproduced by GEMINI++ and GEM2 but the ABLA07
and SMM predictions agree well with the data.
v) The data for elements with 20 < Z < 30 are not de-
scribed by GEM2 and ABLA07 whereas SMM and GEM-
INI++ work well for this range of the atomic number.
vi) Isotopic cross sections for elements with 10 < Z <
20 are not reproduced by GEM2 but some of them are
well described by other models.
It is worth emphasizing that different models describe
well different isotopes for this range of atomic number:
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Fig. 5. Values of the A deviation factor evaluated according to eq. (1). Green, solid squares represent results obtained with
ABLA07, orange, open squares correspond to GEM2, red, open triangles to SMM whereas blue, open circles show values
evaluated with GEMINI++.
GEMINI++ is good for the smallest N -values whereas
ABLA07 and SMM for average N , i.e., ABLA07 and
SMM reproduce well the maximal isotopic cross sections
for given Z. This specific behaviour is caused by the shift
of the mass distributions produced by ABLA07 and SMM
towards small N values with respect to the experimental
distributions, cf. fig. 1.
3 The A-deviation factor
The present discussion of the quality of the agreement
between model and experimental cross sections concerned
the individual isotopic cross sections. Frequently the ques-
tion arises of the agreement of the theoretical cross sec-
tions with the data averaged over all isotopes of a given
element. It was shown in the previous paper [16], which
deals with the same reactions in the 136Xe + p system
but at twice smaller energy, that a specific deviation fac-
tor may serve well for determination of the quality of the
agreement between model and experimental cross sections.










where the sum runs over all isotopes of a given produced
element. Values of this factor belong to the interval [0, 1]
being equal to zero for the perfect agreement between
theoretical and experimental cross sections and increasing
monotonically with the deterioration of the agreement. It
is important to note that small values of this factor, which
correspond to σexpi ≈ σcali , may be interpreted as a half of
the average relative distance between the compared cross
sections.
The A-factor values calculated for all the data and
for corresponding combinations of models are presented
in fig. 5. As can be seen in this figure the A-factor evalu-
ated with the GEM2 model cross sections differs strongly
from all others. It has values close or equal to one for all
elements with Z between 9 and 30. This is due to the
fact that GEM2 does not produce ejectiles with such val-
ues of the atomic number Z. Other models, which better
reproduce the data have smaller A-factor values varying
between 0.1 and 0.6.
The following interesting conclusions may be derived
from inspection of fig. 5:
i) The data with 47 < Z < 55 are equally well repro-
duced by all the models. This is the range of elements
which are mainly produced by the evaporation of nu-
cleons from the excited remnant of the intranuclear
cascade.
ii) For products with 40 < Z < 47 GEMINI++ is the best
in reproducing the data, SMM is the worst whereas
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results of ABLA07 are randomly better or poorer than
those of GEM2.
iii) The ABLA07 gives distinctly the best description of
the products with 30 < Z < 40. GEMINI++, SMM
and GEM2 lead to the poorer reproduction of the data
with the quality decreasing in the indicated sequence.
iv) The situation changes for products with 18 < Z < 30
where the GEMINI++ offers the best description of
the data. ABLA07 and SMM compete to provide sec-
ond the best reproduction of the experimental cross
sections. The GEM2, which does not produce ejectiles
for this range of atomic number is completely not ap-
plicable.
v) The lowest range of atomic numbers, i.e., Z < 19
seems to be the best described by ABLA07 whereas
GEMINI++ and SMM give comparable, slightly
poorer description.
To summarize this analysis quantitatively, the ranks
of the models based on values of the A-factor were col-
lected in table 1 for all elements produced in the studied
reactions. A smaller rank of the model for a given element
means that the model leads to a smaller A-factor value and
therefore corresponds to a better description of the data.
If two models give practically the same value of the A-
factor then the arithmetic average of their ranks is quoted
in table 1 for both models. The sum of the ranks of a given
model performed over all observed elements can be treated
as a quantitative measure of the quality of the description
of all the data by the model under consideration.
As can be seen in table 1 the quality of the general
description of the data is the best for GEMINI++ (sum
of the ranks is equal to 91), the second place in the de-
scription is granted to ABLA07 (sum equal to 116), the
third is due to SMM (sum equal to 138) and the poorest
description is obtained with GEM2 (sum of ranks equal
to 195).
4 Summary
A very rich set of production cross sections (over 600
cross sections) measured by Napolitani et al. [15] with
isotopic identification of the products for 136Xe + p col-
lisions at 1GeV per nucleon was compared with predic-
tions of a two-step microscopic model. The first stage of
the reaction was analyzed in the frame of the INCL++
model [18] which treats the proton-nucleus collision as a
sequence of nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-pion collisions
leaving the equilibrated, excited remnant nucleus. The sec-
ond stage of the reaction was described by four different
models: ABLA07 [19], GEM2 [20,21], GEMINI++ [22,23]
and SMM [24–27] which assume different scenarios of the
de-excitation of the remnant of the intranuclear cascade.
All calculations were performed using the default values
of the applied theoretical models with the aim to study
the predictive power of the models in respect to the de-
termination of isotopic cross sections.
It was found that ABLA07, SMM and GEMINI++ re-
produce the main properties of the Z and A dependence of
Table 1. Ranks of various model predictions for isotopic distri-
butions of residua from Xe+p collisions at 1GeV/nucleon [15]
according to values of the A-deviation factor.
The ranks of the models
Ejectile ABLA07 GEM2 GEMINI++ SMM
3Li 4 3 1 2
4Be 4 3 1 2
5B 3 4 2 1
6C 1 4 2 3
7N 2 4 1 3
8O 1 4 3 2
9F 1 4 3 2
10Ne 1 4 2 3
11Na 1 4 2 3
12Mg 1 4 2 3
13Al 2 4 1 3
14Si 1 4 2 3
15P 1 4 2 3
16S 1 4 2 3
17Cl 1 4 2 3
18Ar 1 4 3 2
19K 2 4 1 3
20Ca 3 4 1 2
21Sc 3 4 1 2
22Ti 3 4 1 2
23V 2 4 1 3
24Cr 3 4 1 2
25Mn 3 4 1 2
26Fe 3 4 2 1
27Co 3 4 2 1
28Ni 3 4 1 2
29Cu 3 4 2 1
30Zn 3 4 1 2
31Ga 1 4 3 2
32Ge 1 4 3 2
33As 1 4 2 3
34Se 1 4 2 3
35Br 1 4 2 3
36Kr 1 4 2 3
37Rb 1 4 2 3
38Sr 1 4 2 3
39Y 1 4 2 3
40Zr 3 2 1 4
41Nb 2 3 1 4
42Mo 2 3 1 4
43Tc 2 4 1 3
44Ru 3 2 1 4
45Rh 3.5 1 2 3.5
46Pd 3.5 2 1 3.5
47Ag 1.5 4 1.5 3
48Cd 3.5 2 1 3.5
49In 3 4 1.5 1.5
50Sn 3.5 3.5 2 1
51Sb 2 4 2 2
52Te 3 3 3 1
53I 3.5 1 3.5 2
54Xe 3 4 2 1
55Cs 2.5 4 2.5 1
56Ba 2 4 2 2
Sum of
ranks: 116 195 91 138
Average
rank: 2 4 1 3
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the cross sections for reaction products which cover very
broad range of elements (from 3Li to 56Ba) whereas the
GEM2 gives comparably good predictions only for lithium
and for the elements with large atomic number (Z > 40).
This is illustrated by figs. 1–3 which present the data and
the theoretical cross sections for separate ranges of atomic
number Z of the products. Inspection of these figures al-
lows to estimate qualitatively the agreement between the
data and model predictions.
A very good quantitative reproduction of the experi-
mental isotopic cross sections, i.e., such which results in
the relative deviation between the data and the model
cross sections smaller than 10%, was achieved only for a
small part of all the cross sections as it is shown in fig. 4.
The models ABLA07, SMM and GEMINI++ offer such a
perfect reproduction of data for approximately 12% of the
products whereas GEM2 only for approximately 4%. This
suggests that the models under consideration cannot be
approved if the main criterion is perfect prediction of the
cross sections for isotopically resolved reaction products.
Better but also not perfect prediction of the cross sec-
tions was found when the average agreement over isotopes
of given element is considered. Such a quantitative com-
parison of the model and experimental cross sections was
achieved by the application of a specific deviation factor
(the A-factor) which was proposed in a previous paper [16]
dealing with the reactions in the same nuclear system,
i.e., 136Xe + p but at twice smaller energy (500MeV per
nucleon). The Z-dependence of the A-factor presented in
fig. 5 shows that the production cross sections of elements
with largest atomic numbers are equally well reproduced
by all applied models whereas the situation changes for
smaller atomic numbers. Then different models assure the
best description for different ranges of the atomic number
of products. The ranking of models based on achieved val-
ues of the A-factor was made (cf. table 1) which clearly
shows that the averaged over isotopes and elements agree-
ment between the data and experimental cross sections is
the best for GEMINI++. The ABLA07 and SMM pro-
duced poorer average agreement and the GEM2 is the
worst.
These conclusions agree with result obtained in the
previous work [16] in which the analysis of the data mea-
sured at lower energy, i.e., 500MeV per nucleon for the
same nuclear system were investigated. Then only ele-
ments with Z > 40 were studied. The data were repro-
duced in the best way by GEMINI++, however the SMM
model gave better description than ABLA07 whereas
GEM2 also achieved the last position. The conclusion that
the values of the A-factor are too big to claim that the
studied models may be approved remains true also after
the present analysis.
It is worth emphasizing that the 136Xe + p collisions
at 1GeV per nucleon were studied intensively in the last
years, both experimentally and theoretically [15,34–37].
In the first of these papers [15] the isotopic production
cross sections measured at the GSI fragment separator
were published for the full range of observed ejectiles, i.e.,
for elements from Z = 3 (Li) to Z = 56 (Ba). The second
paper [34] was devoted to the analysis of the longitudi-
nal velocity spectra of ejectiles from the above experiment
with the aim to select isotopic cross sections for light ejec-
tiles, i.e., elements from Z = 3 (Li) to Z = 14 (Si) on the
basis of qualitatively different velocity spectra. The data
from these publications, i.e., elemental cross sections and
velocity spectra were compared by Mancusi et al. [35] with
model calculations based on the INCL4.5 intranuclear cas-
cade model coupled to the same deexcitation models as in
the present work. It was found that no deexcitation model
can reproduce the experimental longitudinal velocity dis-
tributions. On the other hand, the GEMINI++ model was
found to be superior with respect to other deexcitation
models like ABLA07, SMM and GEM2 in the description
of the elemental production cross sections. This confirms
the conclusions derived from the present investigation for
more demanding isotopic cross sections.
The newer experiments performed with the SPAL-
ADIN setup at GSI [36,37] allowed to identify in co-
incidence the projectile residue, the emitted fragments
(Z > 2) and the average multiplicity of neutrons emit-
ted in the de-excitation phase. Such exclusive observables
should be much more restrictive to any of the spallation
models than the elemental production cross sections an-
alyzed by Mancusi et al. [35] or isotopic cross sections
analyzed in the present work. The drawback of satisfac-
tory description of the cross sections found in the present
analysis shows a clear need for further improvements in
theoretical models describing spallation reactions.
We thank Dr. D. Mancusi for providing us the latest version
of the Liege intranuclear cascade code INCL++.
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